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ABSTRACT

This is a qualitative study which investigates the attitudes of school principals towards school

guidance in the historically disadvantaged secondary schools in the township of Madadeni.

The sample consists of five secondary school principals recruited from Madadeni schools.

Structured interviews were used to collect data. A set of questions were drawn up by the

researcher and aimed at collecting such information as the opinions of the principals on the

importance of school guidance, what school guidance should provide, adherence to school

guidance periods, the role of a guidance teacher, and the expected position of school guidance

in the Curriculum 2005. The results indicated that although the school principals see the need

for school guidance in secondary school, there seem to be problems emanating from lack of

resources and insufficient personnel. There were also indications that school guidance will

have an important role in the Curriculum 2005 in the form of Life Orientation learning area.
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CHAPTER ONE

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the study

In the newly proposed Curriculum 2005, School Guidance is going to continue to have an

important role to play in the form of life orientation learning area. The Life Orientation is

described as the learning area that is instrumental in promoting a meaningful lifestyle for each

learner (Discussion document, Curriculum 2005, 1997). Therefore, school guidance in the

form of the Life Orientation is still going to be fundamental in empowering learners to live

meaningful lives in a society that demands rapid transformation. .I":

However, for life orientation learning area to be effective and efficiently offered, the problems

that School Guidance has encountered in the past will have to be considered and attended to.

Research has reported problems hindering the utilisation of guidance effectively in schools,

particularly in Black secondary schools. For instance, according to Chuenyane (1990), the

possible gradual increase in the number of schools and pupils throughout the province of

KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) during the 1980's, may have led to the increase ofpupils versus teacher

ratio. The bigger the classroom numbers the more difficult it becomes for guidance to

function efficiently. Large numbers of pupils in each class, may for instance, lead to

difficulties in teaching using the school guidance methods e.g. in group - work.
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School principals who are first in line of authority within schools have also adopted a certain

attitude towards guidance (Chapman, de Masi and O'Brien, 1991; Branle, 1989; Kaplan, 1995;

Murray 1995; Haffajee, 1991). For instance, school guidance has been seen as a_luxury by

some school principals whose attitudes might have contributed to neglect of the subject

(Snyder and Daly, 1992; Partin, 1993; McPhee, 1985).

Another problem has been that in all secondary schools in the Republic of South Africa school

guidance is a non examination subject. A teacher responsible for guidance has ,therefore, been

perceived negatively because she/he is not evaluated through his/her learners' performance in

the examination.

1/

V

In the past, guidance teachers have also not been perceived by learners as preferred helping

agents. (Skuy , 1985, Haffajee, 1994 , Ntshangase, 1995). Research has indicated that learners

seem to prefer such helping agents as friends and parents rather than guidance teachers. v

A study by Serobe (1994) indicated that school principals are generally the sole authorities and

policy makers in schools. Given this, it is likely that principals' attitude towards school

guidance is likely to have more influence on the extent to which guidance is recognised and

is utilised in schools.

The main question therefore is, do the principals' attitudes contribute towards the poor

reputation attached to guidance in secondary schools?
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Despite research on the South African secondary school guidance requirements, no published

work could be located by the researcher on the principals' attitudes towards guidance. This

is significant in light of the fact that research indicates that there is an important place for

guidance programmes in schools. This is even more significant because guidance in the form

of life orientation, according to Lubisi et al. (1998),will form an important part of the new

curriculum and will develop people who will communicate efficiently, solve problems, work

with others, have life skills and confidence in themselves.

1.2 Aim of the study

This study aims to investigate the principals' attitudes toward school guidance in the

historically disadvantaged secondary schools.

It is hoped that the findings of the present study will contribute to the formation of a database

that will contribute to the examination of the present position of school guidance and the role

of principals in the historically disadvantaged secondary schools where guidance is offered in

an informal way, and is sometimes overlooked. It is hoped that this data base will help in the

implementation of the Life Orientation learning area in the near future.

1.3 Policy on school guidance in the Republic of South Africa

According to the encyclopedia of education, cited by Motsabi (1994), the following may be

presented as the minimum definitions of the term policy.

"A policy is a statement that is, firstly, intended to be a binding guide on the actions

of those for whom it is intended, secondly, enforceable and enforced by those who
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formulate it, and thirdly, intended to guide action. A policy, therefore, can be

understood as binding to all stakeholders within the school system and this includes the

school principal" (p24).

The policy that led to the introduction of guidance in the historically disadvantaged secondary

schools came about as a result of recommendations of the De Lange Commission on school

guidance (HSRC, 1981). The report pointed out that the school as a formal institution has the

responsibility to educate children in accordance with the values of society.

However, the Department of Education provides a prescribed syllabus and a policy at a higher

level, regarding guidance in schools. According to Motsabi (1994), it does not have a role to

play when it comes to designing policy regarding guidance at the level of individual schools.

This becomes the duty of the principals, as the highest authority within schools.

The policy of the Department of Education in South Africa is that school guidance has to be

taught as a compulsory non-examination subject in all schools. At least one +-30 minutes

period is allocated for guidance per week in each class. When it comes to implementation,

e.g. choosing which teachers to teach guidance, allocating enough time for guidance at an

individual school level, the school principals are the sole deciders (Motsabi, 1994).
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1.4 Definition of terms

1.4.1 Guidance

Brownell et al (1996), regard School Guidance as the helping process which aims to promote

effective living and an exploration of the different ways to tackle difficulties. For the purpose

of this study School Guidance means the subject that is, according to the new Curriculum 2005

structure, going to be incorporated into the learning area called Life orientation.

Brownell et al (1996) further explain that guidance must be appropriate to the developmental

stage of students in that it should enable pupils to take responsibility for their own lives, to

find out relevant information, to make decisions and to contribute positively to the society in

which they live.

Shertzer and Stone (1981) also regard school guidance as " a strategy which focuses on

meeting the pupils I needs in such a way that the pupils recognise and develop their potential

and achieve a level of mature ego functioning and healthy personal organisation which would

in their present and future situation aid them to find their places in the world" (p92).

The inclusion of the term "help" in a definition of guidance is supported by Shertzer and Stone

(1981). who state that school guidance should be seen as an activity aimed at assisting pupils

to make and carry out adequate plans and to achieve satisfactory adjustment in life.
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Brownell et al (1996) stress the importance of guidance in the reconstruction of society.

Guidance helps build community relationships among all people. It can help the youth to

rediscover and acknowledge the worth of all individuals, foster a truly democratic and caring

attitude among the diverse communities of our country.

Brownell et al (1996) see guidance as the core of learning and discovery. They assert that

young people learn best when allowed to explore and experience real life situations in which

there are frequently no right or wrong answers. The teacher becomes a facilitator, she/he

creates open and non threatening learning situations where young people can be challenged

to reconstruct themselves mentally and socially.

School guidance at schools is offered as an individual or a one to one activity as well as a

group activity. Individual guidance, or one to one guidance, is an activity whereby the

guidance teacher attends to or helps one pupil at a time. The guidance teacher can opt for a

one to one guidance for a number of reasons, for instance when the problem is seen to be

unique to a particular pupil, and when a problem requires privacy and confidentiality. On the

other hand Gibson and Mitchell (1986) define group guidance as a process which focuses on

providing information on developmental experiences of a group of pupils. By helping pupils

as a group, the guidance teacher allows pupils an opportunity to learn from one another. One

of the goals of group guidance is to provide pupils with accurate information that will help

them make more appropriate plans and life decisions. Pietrofesa, Bernstein, Minor and

Stanford (1980) define group guidance as "primarily an educational process designed to
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prevent anticipated problems and enhance the personal, social, educational and vocational

development of all pupils" (p70).

A major deficiency in the current thinking about guidance in the mainly historically

disadvantaged secondary schools is that although it is meant to be part of the curriculum,

guidance is not seen as part ofmainstream education. (National Education Policy Investigation,

1992). School guidance has been, as a result, a marginalised service in the historically

disadvantaged secondary schools and this has resulted in its non - existence in some of the

schools (Ntshangase, 1995). The National Education Policy Investigation (1992), attributed

this to a general crisis in education in South Africa.

Since counselling is likely to have been minimal in the historically disadvantaged secondary

schools due to a lack of teacher training, or an understanding of counselling aims and scope,

it will not be investigated in this study.

1.4.2 Historically disadvantaged secondary schools

The Education and Training Act (Act No 90 of 1979) defines secondary school as a school for

education up to a grade higher than seven but not higher than the twelfth grade.

The term "historically disadvantaged" is used frequently in South Africa to describe people

who were legally excluded from most of the facilities provided by the previous government

in South Africa. Although the laws promulgating separate education departments have been

repealed and the process of transformation has begun in South Africa, it is likely that most of ./
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the present historically disadvantage eeond schools are to continue existing as they were

for a long time, due to social, linguistic, economic and geographic barriers (Ntshangase,

1995).

Dating back from the era of missionary schools, that is, before the government took over the

running of schools, there have been two types of secondary schools in South Africa, boarding

and day schools (Du Rand, 1990). Boarding schools are those where learners stay within the

school hostels and go home during school holidays only, and day schools are those where

learners come to school in the morning and go back home after school.

1.4.3 The School Principal

A commonly used term to describe the school principal is that he/she is the appointed leader

of the school. According to the KwaZulu Department of Education and Culture Annual

Report (1982) a principal refers to the incumbent of the highest rank and designation within

../
the school level with some functional leadership role and who is considered to be the

representative of the Superintendent-General for the provincial Department of Education but

also accountable to her/him.

The Readers' Digest Oxford Complete Wordfinder (1993) describes a principal as first in rank

or importance, chief or leader. She/he is further named as a head, ruler or superior.

For the purpose of this study the term principal shall be used to refer exclusively to heads or

leaders of secondary schools.
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1.5 An outline of chapters

Following on from Chapter one, which is an introductory chapter outlining the background

of the study, aim of the dissertation and description of terms, Chapter Two covers a discussion

of related research literature. Chapter Three outlines the research design and the

methodological procedures followed in this study. In Chapter Four, results and qualitative

analyses of the data collected are presented. Chapter Five deals with the discussion of the

findin~s, linking them to the theoretical background or question reviewed earlier as well as a

discussion on limitations and recommendations of the study. Chapter Six is the conclusion of

the study.
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CHAPTER TWO

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to base the study to be described in relevant literature. The brief

history of School Guidance and the general current situation of guidance teaching at

schools will be discussed first, the role of school principals will then be discussed followed

by a review of research findings with regard to principals I attitudes towards guidance in the

historically disadvantaged secondary schools.

2.2 Brief history of guidance in historically disadvantaged secondary schools

School Guidance was introduced in 1981 in the then Black secondary s<;hools. When it

was introduced, one teacher from each school was chosen by the then Bantu Education

departments to undergo crash courses in guidance. Guidance was introduced as a means of

social control, where, for instance, it served a purpose of directing Black learners towards

certain careers reserved for them (Ntshangase, 1995). There also has been a consistent

lack of supply of resources and facilities to teach guidance in Black secondary schools J

(Lebese, 1995).

2.3 The situation of guidance teaching at secondary schools

Although studies indicate that teachers and principals regard School Guidance as important

(e.g. Motsabi, 1994; Haffajee, 1991), it has usually been neglected in the historically
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disadvantaged secondary schools. This has been due to a number of factors. For instance,

V

(Lockhead and Levin, 1993, Motsabi, 1994).

The focus on principals' attitudes might possibly help to highlight the principals' role in the

provision of a set - up that is conducive to teaching life orientation at secondary schools.

There appears to have been an increase in the teacher-pupil ratio in KZN during the

1980's. From experience as a secondary school teacher, the researcher has observed how

bigger classroom number contribute towards negative attitudes from the teaching staff

towards their work as teachers. This was more so with regard to School Guidance because

guidance teachers tend to rely on interactive teaching methods, e.g. group-work.

In the former Department of Education and Training there was a system of teacher

assistance teams known as Panel for Identification, Diagnosis and Assistance (PIDA). The

idea behind these teams according to Donald and Hlongwane (1989) was to promote

psychological problem solving by teaching staff within the schools by identifying,

diagnosing and assisting learners with special needs and problems.
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Unfortunately, the PIDA system was launched in a top - down fashion without attention to

either the needs and competence of teachers to fulfil the role expected of them (Mtolo,

1995). There are very few teachers with adequate qualifications, experience and skills to

deal with these educational and psychological problems at schools. Donald and Hlongwane

(1989) point out that teachers are daily confronted with severe learning, behavioral,

emotional and social problems in their classrooms for which they have neither training nor

the resources to turn to for either referral or help in developing appropriate programmes.

Therefore, the attitudes of a principal towards guidance seems to be challenged in such a

situation, as she/he is regarded as both manager and leader in a process of influencing the

activities of a group towards goal achievement.

Since School Guidance is a non-examination subject, principals who are first in line of

authority may be compelled to adopt a certain attitude toward it and are likely to see it as a

h,..,.,,_,y. (Chapman et aI, 1991; Brownell, 1989; Kaplan, 1995; Murray, 1995; Haffajee, V

1991; Ntshangase, 1995; Mtolo, 1995), Snyder and Daly, 1992; Partin, 1993; Mcphee,

1985). Mtolo (1995) maintains that one may sympathise with the hard pressed teachers who

wants the maximum time on the timetable for his/her subject in order to get the

examination passes necessary for the pupils. Another attitude that is sometimes expressed

by the teaching staff is that guidance is just a waste of time in the face of mounting

pressure to complete the syllabus and the number of days per year or per term. As a result

School Guidance ends up given lesser priority than the other examination subjects.
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A study by Motsabi (1994) indicated that there are no specialist guidance teachers in most

Black schools. Instead, 29% of guidance teachers are language teachers, 26% are human

science subject teachers, 25 % are science and maths and 21 % teach economics and

management sciences. This study also indicated that any teacher whose number of teaching

periods is seen to be inadequate by the principals is given guidance to teach. Since 70 % of

the guidance periods are allocated by the principals, Motsabi (1994) concludes that

management is concentrated on the principal. She further indicates unequivocally that the

principal seems to be the sole decision maker with regard to the allocation of duties in the

school.

Most professionals assert that guidance should be a legitimate part of the main school

curriculum and can justify its place as a subject with the same elements of a body

knowledge to be acquired, life skills to be practised, and scope for discussion of values and

ideals as other academic subjects (Mtolo, 1995, Brownell, et a11996, HSRC, 1981).

In some schools, according to Mtolo (1995), the guidance teacher is barely visible as such

because he or she has no time - tabled guidance and counselling periods. The subject is not

taught formally at all and the teacher is little more than custodian of the books and

pamphlets on guidance and occupations which arrive from time to time. Metcalfe (Sunday

Times, 1997) also pointed out that there is plenty of evidence from studies with secondary

schools pupils that the academically disadvantaged pupils get the least of guidance and

counselling in their schools.
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In the very few schools where there is a specialist guidance teacher helshe is seen to be

having a soft option, sitting in a little room, resources centre or office, talking to individual

pupils and parents or even more enviably, getting out of school to visit tertiary institutions

and employers while the other teachers have to cope with big, noisy classes.

A study by Naicker (1988) which focused on the principals' attitudes towards science and

commerce subjects, indicated that learners felt that guidance at Secondary schools seems to

cater more for science and commerce students that any other fields of study.

2.4 Current debates on school guidance

Currently, the subject School Guidance is being incorporated into the Life Orientation

learning area in the Outcome Based Education which is part of the Curriculum 2005 and,

which will enhance the practice of positive values, attitudes, behaviour and skills in the

individuals and the community. Educators involved in life orientation will assume the role

of the facilitators between society and education so that adolescents will acquire knowledge,

attitudes and skills which will equip them to handle their life situations and to lead

meaningful lives. These educators should endeavour to assist learners with life skills in

guidance education (Olivier, et aI, 1997).

School Guidance should be afforded due priority in the programme and should be optimally

used to deal with the other challenges (Olivier, et al (1997). School guidance as

incorporated into life orientation learning area will attempt to assist with human resources

development and capacity building on the part of learners.
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Since the current curriculum is designed to be learner centred, it is believed that life

orientation will promote the individual learner's potential by strengthening and integrating

their self concept, capacity to develop healthy relationships, and ability to make informed

and responsible decisions (Draft Document, 1996).

As opposed to the past when school guidance was used as a tool for social control, life

orientation will also attempt to focus on accountability, transparency, affordability,

sustainability, relevance and integration.

One of the specific outcomes of Life Orientation which can be directly linked to School

Guidance is that learners will be empowered with an ability to demonstrate value and

respect for human rights as reflected in Ubuntu and other similar philosophies. This is in

line with the idea that guidance is pertinent in South Africa and should embark on a

concerted programme of reconstruction and development (Euvrad, 1996). The Draft

Document (1996) sums up the aims of Life Orientation learning to produce learners with

values, consciousness and competencies that are required for effective participation as

responsible citizens of a democratic society.

2.5 The role of principals on guidance teaching

Principals can be regarded as initiators in the provision of guidance at their school of

control. Hlongwane (1994) stated that principals I roles involve professional,

organisational, administrative and pastoral duties. It is the principal's role as a leader to

ensure that the goals of the education system of the school are achieved (Motsabi, 1994).
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In addition, Rooi (1991) has mentioned that the role of the principal as a leader and

manager is characterised by managerial activities that include the management of the

learning situation, management of human resources, pupils and staff, management of

material resources such as finance and buildings and management of external relations.

The principal sets the tone and direction of activities that take place at his/her school. If

guidance is regarded by the principal as important and relevant to emotional, academic,

physical, spiritual and social spheres of a learners life, other staff members and learners

would follow the modelling of the principal (Brownell et aI, 1996).

Rooi (1991) observed that a principal's task is a complex one since she is conceived as an

instructional leader in the school. A principal according to Whitaker (1983) is expected to

be a public relations officer, diplomat, negotiator, personnel manager, she/he could also

behave as a stimulator, reactor, advocate, implementor, etc.

Where administrative antagonism is based upon fundamental misunderstanding of guidance,

and disbelief in the process, coupled with strong adherence to doctrines of academic

achievement without interest in personal differences, little can be done. Until the guidance

process is backed by strong national provincial policies, reinforced by expressed favourable

opinion among influential groups of communities, no professional arguments are likely to

mean much. Lukewarm school administrators who are not actively opposed to guidance

may be won over by solid evidence of professional accomplishments through good

planning, orientation and procedure, especially if parental support is forthcoming from the

community in sufficient volume, and if the school administrator and teachers support is also
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won, because school guidance attempts to fill the gap that has been created through change

in society. Further, school guidance is responsive to the needs of the pupils and the

succinate. (Matthewson, 1992; Mtolo, 1995, Lesele, 1995).

Avent (1973) maintains that few principals have an experience of a good course of guidance /

at school during their school days. They, therefore, are likely not to have an idea of an

effective guidance programme in a school. In the study conducted by Rooi (1991) principals

felt that there are no adequate induction programmes for the newly appointed principals.

Thus many principals fail to appreciate why other young people ought to have an element

in their education to which they themselves were not exposed.

The introduction of the guidance teacher does not leave the class teacher without a caring

responsibility. Hamblin (1974) maintains that unless this is understood by the principals,

unnecessary conflict will develop between the guidance teacher and some of his/ her

colleagues. The really positive fact is that the effective guidance teacher cannot work in

isolation. Here, the role of a principal seems to be important, because she/he forms part of

the guidance team whose outlook, leadership and support creates the atmosphere of success

in this important service (Motsabi, 1994). Additionally, Hlongwane (1994) mentions that

an effective principal will always frame goals, set standards, create a productive working

environment and obtain needed support.

According to Hamblin (1974) guidance teachers should be fully integrated into the daily life

of the school and should be full members of the school staff. Rather than eroding or
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competing with the pastoral care responsibilities of the teacher, the guidance teacher offers

support. This highlights the significance of the role that should be played by a principal in

facilitating communication amongst the members of the staff.

2.6 Research on the perception of guidance in schools

Whilst studies such as pupils' and teachers' perception of the guidance teacher as a

preferred helping agent (Skuy et aI, (1995); de Haas, (1991); Mtolo, (1995); Ntshangase,

(1995) were located, the researcher could not locate any study that has been conducted on

principals' attitudes toward guidance.

In a study by Motsabi(1994) the principal was listed as the first member of personnel in the

structure of guidance provision within the school. As the head of a school the principal

should also be responsible for the appointment of teachers. She/he, therefore, has to take a

share of blame if guidance does not exist in his/her school and if there is no guidance

teacher employed in his/her school.

Motsabi (1994) pointed out that the principal has a significant role to play in encouraging

and ensuring the success of the school guidance programme. When the school time - table

is planned, and school policy formulated, the principal should see to it that School

Guidance as a subject is catered for. Furthermore, according to Sheltzer and Stone (1981)

the principal has to create and develop a favourable attitude towards guidance among

teachers, parents and students and community.
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One of the consistent findings by the studies on teachers' and learners' perception of the

importance of guidance teachers has been that guidance teachers are the most important

helping agent in the area of future careers (e.g. Skuy et aI, 1985; Haffajee, 1991;

Ntshangase, 1995).

Furthermore, studies indicate that there are no full-time guidance teachers employed in

most of the Black secondary schools (e.g. Mtolo, 1995; Lesele, 1995). Instead, as Mtolo

(1995) indicates, the teachers responsible for guidance are also used to teach other subjects.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter relevant literature has been discussed. The literature review has highlighted

a number of issues requiring further research. Some of these issues will be addressed in

the study to be described in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the methodology utilised in the study. It begins by stating the aim of

the study. Then follows the research method, the research instruments, data collection

procedure and the sample.

3.2 Aim of the study

The study aims to focus on principals I attitudes towards guidance in the historically

disadvantaged secondary schools at Madadeni area.

A review of literature could not trace any study that has been conducted on principals' attitudes

towards guidance, therefore data does not provide evidence to assist in creating hypotheses the

researcher holds before entering the study, rather, abstractions will be built as the particulars

have been gathered together (Mtolo, 1995; Bogdan and Bilken, 1992).

3.3 Method of Research

Eight questions were designed by the researcher for the purpose of structured interviews (see

appendix 1). Schuman and Presser (1990) point out that types of questions should reflect

generic features of the topic under discussion. The researcher made a decision on whether to

leave the question open-ended or closed. A structured approach to questions was adopted so
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as to be more specific (Robson, 1996). All these questions were open ended so as to allow

for expression by the respondent. The open form does not limit respondents to alternatives

within the investigator's frame of reference (Schuman and Presser, 1996). It also avoids

suggesting imposing answers the respondent may not have considered.

These questions were designed as an interview guide specifying key topics. The order of

questions was maintained from the first to the last question. Oppenheim (1992) emphasises

that to maintain the respondent's cooperation we must make the questionnaire and the

answering process more attractive. Questions were read out to see if they flow. Every

question was checked whether it links with the conceptual framework of the study. Further,

it was ensured that questions are factual, deal with knowledge, motives and attitudes

(Oppenheim, 1992). The researcher ensured that questions will be clear and lead to

answering the queries.

3.3.1 Qualitative research

According to Robson (1996) qualitative research is utilised in descriptive studies where the

interest is on investigating the population's opinions and attributes. Qualitative research is l....-
~

passive in that it seeks to describe or analyze, or even in some cases explore, some aspects of

the world as it is. This often focuses on what the participants of the research think about the

topic under investigation (Robson, 1996).
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Some of the disadvantages of the qualitative research is that it may generate large amounts of

interpretation which may be of dubious value. It also requires the researcher to establish

rapport with the participants which may be time consuming.

3.4 Research Instrument

The researcher compiled a set of 8 questions (with 3 questions divided into two) based on the

aim of the present study. These questions were compiled with the help of supervisors who

have experience in compiling interview questions.

A pilot interview session was conducted and this resulted with the researcher

changes to the questions for a structured interviews.

Interviews are regarded as one of the major forms of data collection on qualitative research.

According to Robson (1996) an interview is a conversation initiated by the interviewer for the

specific purpose of obtaining research relevant information and focused by him on concept

specified by research objectives of systematic description, prediction and explanation.

Groves and Kahn (1979) state that interviews are a useful way of gaining in-depth information

about a topic. Robson (1996) also adds that the goal is to gain insight into a person's

perceptions in a situation. Interviews have their strengths and weaknesses.
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Robson (1996) points out that the interview is a flexible and adaptable way of finding things

out as well as opening on what lies behind our actions. However, lack of standardization

implied, inevitably raises concerns about reliability as biases may be difficult to rule out.

Whilst it has the potential of providing rich and highly illuminating material, interviewing can

be time consuming. Also a major weakness in interviewing is that according to Robson (1996)

all interviews require careful preparation, which takes time, arrangements to visit; securing

necessary permission; confirming arrangements to visit; rescheduling appointments to cover

crises and absences these can all be time consuming. Notes need to be written up and tapes

require whole transcription. Respondents could be disturbed by their subordinates. For

example, a secretary would enter the office to give a message. A telephone would ring in the

middle of an interview because a researcher could not be permitted to switch off the phone.

An interview with each principal was therefore preferable to gain detailed information as

possible on their attitudes towards guidance as a subject. Robson (1996) emphasises that the

interview appears to be a quite straight forward and non problematic way of finding things out.

Further, the advantage of open ended questions is that it allows the researcher to gain as much

information as possible without limiting the respondent. Fraenkel and Wallen (1990) adds that

standardised wording and order of questions means that each question will mean the same

thing to everyone and that responses can be compared. Responses can be generalised to a

larger population with known limits of error.
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The researcher chose to include open ended questions because open ended responses frequently

go beyond statistical data of factual material into the area of hidden motivations that lie behind

attitudes, interests, preferences and decisions (Mtolo, 199; Achuman and Presser, 1996).

3.5 Data collection procedure

The study utilised questions in collecting data. A senior in the Department of Psychological

Services at Pietermaritzburg (1990) was asked to provide her opinion on the questions.

Questions are recommended because as Herbert and Herbert (in Ntshangase, 1995) state, they

allow the respondent to answer from his/her point of view, selecting what is relevant to him

or her. The researcher kept the length of questions to the average of at least twelve works

per question. Double barrelled questions were also avoided. The researcher did not conduct

a pilot interview after consulting a Senior at the Psychological services Department because

he felt satisfied that questions cover the larger scope of guidance teaching issues as recorded

in other studies reviewed. The supervisor also satisfied himself and made necessary

corrections on the questions for interview. One advantage of questions is that they are

relatively inexpensive in terms of cost and time and easy to administer and score (Ntshangase,

1995).

Behr (1973) states that questions are on the whole instruments that provide information of a

subjective nature, the validity and reliability of which are difficult to determine. Questions

may also provide mundane features of everyday life (Schuman and Presser, 1996), whereas

if quantitative research paradigm was followed it could have yielded more statistical data on

the topic.
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Although questions are largely used, they have their weaknesses. One disadvantage which

may have an impact on the responses to the questions used in this study, is that a question or

item could be irrelevant to the respondents' situation. For an example, "Give reasons why

guidance is not offered in the allocated periods?" If the school offers guidance, it becomes

difficult for the respondent to further comment about his/her situation at school. In this way

relevant information is lost because a researcher should continue and ask the next question.

This then makes it difficult for the researcher to establish if the findings would have been

different had there been questions specific to the particular situation of each respondents.

The researcher was aware of the disadvantages of questioning (interviews) for instance the fact

that interviews may be conducted under widely different non-standard conditions during

different non-standard times (Ntshangase, 1995). For an example, a respondent would

receive a phone call or a secretary would walk in during an interview.

An attempt was made to make the setting the same for all respondents, i. e. the principals

office as a venue as per appointment arranged the previous week.

Once the random sample was done(to be discussed under 3.6), the researcher approached the

chosen schools. The appointment was repeated with each principal as a respondent. During

this phase rapport was further established with each principal. A brief explanation was

provided about the study that is being conducted and thereafter appointments were made with

the principals for the researcher to come and interview them.
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A copy of the prepared questions was not given to the respondent because prior preparation

to respond could interfere with genuine responses. No preparation was necessary to respon
/

to the questions.

No permission was obtained from the Superintendent I s office because the study was seen not~

to be interfering with the teaching and learning activities of the school. Also, principals are

responsible for activities that take place in their schools.

The appointment they gave the researcher allowed each respondent to avail himself/herself for
V

the interview during his/her preferred time.

The interviews were conducted in English. Conversation was easy to conduct as all of them

hold the rank of principal.

Permission was obtained from the respondents to record the interviews using audio-tapes.

Each interview took an average of thirty minutes. The researcher read clearly each item

during the interview whilst recorded on a sound tape. It is worth noting that the researcher

is currently a principal. Firstly, there is a possibility that his strong views on school guidance

could have influenced data that was collected by means of interviewing. Secondly, principals

could have been influenced by the knowledge that another principal is conducting research on

a school subject or learning area.
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The respondent was informed by the researcher that the responses will be recorded in a sound

tape for the purpose of analysis. The researcher drew on his previous experience when

recording the responses in detail.

3.6 The sample

The sample of 5 principals was randomly drawn for the purpose of this study, from a total of

12 historically disadvantaged secondary schools at Madadeni East and West circuit. The

researcher wrote twelve high school names on the piece of paper. The paper was cut into

pieces. The twelve pieces were placed in a hat from which a fellow colleague was asked to

draw randomly without looking into the hat. No influence to selection was allowed other then

chance. The major weakness for the random sample is that, as it is a lottery method, it does

not guarantee an accurate sample.

Simple random sampling was chosen because it gives each person an equal chance of being

included in the sample. Robson (1996) points out that simple random sampling makes all

possible combinations of persons for a particular sample size equally likely.

The enrolment in each of the targeted schools ranged between 820 to 1100 in each school.

The Madadeni East and West circuits were targeted simple because they are conveniently

accessible to the researcher. The sample composed of four principals from the day schools

and one form a boarding school. The five secondary school principals represent the total

number of secondary schools in the Madadeni area.

The results of the qualitative analysis of data are described in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4. RESULTS

This chapter aims to describe in details the respondents' responses to the items or questions posed

by the researcher. The description is done according to the questions that were covered by the

interview.

4.1 Opinions about the importance of guidance

All principals interviewed saw guidance as a very important subject in their schools.

The majority of principals also indicated that guidance is a relevant and uniquely important

subject with regard to the future ofa learner. For instance, one ofthe responses was that "I only

realised when I was already a teacher that I could have been something else"

Another important point raised was that guidance is lacking at historically disadvantaged

secondary schools. Some principals felt that guidance is a core subject because it provides a

learner with life skills. One of the principals pointed out that guidance is a very important and

essential subject because it provides additional or extra information which other subjects do not

provide in the normal curriculum. For an example, issues of personality, careers and skills of

relating.
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4.2 Expectations of what guidance should provide

Two ofthe principals felt that guidance should provide infonnation about careers. For instance,

the principal ofschool Z felt that guidance should provide services that assist learners to choose

subjects relevant to their proposed careers early. Another principal pointed out that guidance

should assist learners to know who they are. The most important expectation from principals

about what guidance should provide is future career planning and infonnation.

A principal of school P emphasised that guidance should not only concentrate on academic

improvement of a learner but stressed that guidance should inculcate good morals, i.e guidance

should be developmentally appropriate.

It was also pointed out that whilst guidance highlights to learners a variety of careers it should

endeavour to help in character building. For an example, one of the responses was that "nonns

and values could be inculcated in students so that they can be internalised and live by them

through adulthood."

4.3 Adherence to allocated periods of guidance

On the issue of adhering to allocated periods on the time table most principals pointed out that

their school does not adhere properly to periods allocated for guidance. Reasons cited for lack

ofteaching guidance are that the department does not provide guidance teacher posts. Principal

of school Z saw the lack of H.O.D post for guidance as the most prominent factor for not

adhering to allocated periods ofguidance. He further revealed that he has long been asking for

the post of H.O.D. for guidance. He also added that currently they are using
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teachers responsible for other subjects who in turn have their own workload. He has also asked

class teachers to teach guidance, but it seems that they do not teach guidance properly because

it is not an examination subject. His feeling is also that its nature of being a non-examination

subject undermines its cause. Finally, the principal ofschool Z felt that ifthe department realizes

that guidance is important they would make available posts for guidance teachers.

Another principal said there is no trained personnel on the subject. There is no time available

for guidance because it is a non examination subject. Principal of school P pointed to the

shortage ofstaff. For instance, she responded that "we are an examination guided society." She

pointed out that guidance periods are used for revision,covering the syllabus or other topics or

writing a test.

One ofthe principals interviewed indicated that his school adheres to allocated School Guidance

periods. He is the principal ofa boarding school which is well equipped and adequately staffed,

and, therefore, can afford to have a specialist guidance teacher.

In addition to the availability ofa trained teacher, the principal ofschool S, who is coming from

the better equipped school, indicated that the schools need to have appropriate resources, for

instance, furnished offices and a room for group guidance.

4.4 Opinion on the role of a guidance teacher

Principals saw a guidance teacher as an exemplary person among other educators and learners.

For instance, principal ofschool Z mentioned that a guidance teacher should conscientise pupils
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about the need of education, career guidance and choice of subjects. Another important point

raised is that the results would impact on learners. For instance, learners would be distinguished

between educated and uneducated person, they would be disciplined says the principal of

school Z.

Another principal saw the role of a guidance teacher as a guide for proper behaviour. He feels

that a guidance teacher should enlighten students on guidance and its aspects, guidance as a

career subject and guidance as a subject ofselfdiscovery, as a subject that can reduce problems

we are not aware of: for an example, family related problems and disciplinary problems.

Principal of school P said a guidance teacher is a pacifier and advisor. She views the role of a

guidance teacher as that of a liaison officer between teachers, the school, private sector and the

community. She mentioned that a guidance teacher organises functions, for an example, merit

awards, asks for donations, assists with personality development of learners as well as other

people. She even went as far as referring to the caretaker as one of the people who could be

assisted by a guidance teacher.

Other principals viewed the role of a guidance teacher as a role model. They felt that he should

assist learners to identify tertiary institutions, assist poor learners, assist learners to obtain

information on bursaries and careers at tertiary institutions.

Some felt they have a role to perform duties not done by other teachers, for example, problem

solving, how to study, and many other issues pertaining to guidance.
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4.5 The focus and scope of guidance

Principals interviewed felt that guidance should focus on the learner. The scope of guidance

should cover problems that occur inside (academic) and outside (i.e. extra curricular) the

classroom. Also principals felt that guidance should focus on subjects taught at school, for an

example, assist the child to achieve immediate academic goals. Guidance is a way of assessing

different levels of children' development. For instance one of the principals pointed out that

learners at grade 8 should have a package that suits their level of development.

One of the principals strongly emphasised that guidance should focus on career selection.

The principal of school P put the focus and scope of guidance into categories according to the

level ofdevelopment oflearners. She pointed out that at Grade 8 topics ofdiscussion should be

decision making, sex education, choice of subjects and good manners.

At grade 10 she said that her expectations are that careers, choice of subjects, good study habits

should be discussed. Further, she added that norms and values should be internalised at this

stage, good behaviour, develop an enquiring mind, smart, responsive and truthful, "teach them

openness" she insisted. At grade 11 and 12 she expected more academic activities, discussion

of future plans, choice of marriage partner and discussion ofwhat constitutes a quality of life.

Another principal mentioned that guidance should be compatible with a school policy, i.e. should

cover the content approved by the policy and as well as utilise the methodology approved.
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Finally, one of the principals stressed that the scope and focus of guidance should be on the

learner. Guidance should provide solutions by involving all stake holders i.e. parents, learners

and teachers.

4.6 The role of guidance in the O.B.E. Curriculum 2005

Most principals interviewed felt that guidance will be more important than before. In the O.B.E.

Curriculum of2005 teachers are all guidance teachers said the principal of school Z. He further

pointed out that information is crucial at this stage as everybody attempts to acquire and master

new approaches to teaching and learning. This principal in particular, felt Outcomes Based

Education (OBE) is based on the present principles of guidance.

Another principal said that guidance would assist in career development and opportunities.

Guidance is instrumental in career choice and understanding subject application. Guidance will

help in teacher re education because of the new approach to teaching, therefore learning will be

interesting. An education that is linked to careers encourages learners' participation, says the

principal.

Principal of school P said she is opposed to O.B.E. and objects to answering the question but

went on arguing that her mother taught her how to cook "pap" and asks what education does not

have outcomes? Even informal education has outcomes.

She argued that the role of guidance will remain the same. Learners should be taught to be

constructive, they should develop personality as a whole, they should have a clear choice of
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career, leadership can be taught, said the principal of school P.

Whilst principals felt guidance has a role in curriculum 2005, they felt that it should be helpful

to learners by identifying individual aptitudes (gifts) with a purpose to increase output. It is

guidance that should provide skills training.

Principal of school A suggested that since it will fall in a particular learning area, guidance will

help learners to work independently. He said guidance is the way to understanding O.B.E, to

assist learners with coping skills and also learners will now be the focus.

4.7 Learners' main concerns at school

Principals who participated in the interview suggested different concerns for their learners. For

instance, the principal ofschool Z said their main concern was future oriented subjects (i.e. career

related subjects), information about careers. He mentioned that subjects should "contain"

information about careers. He emphasised that subjects should be of help in future and asked

what can a subject like Biblical studies provide.

At another school the main concern is a beautiful school. The principal suggested that the school

needs renovation and supply of materials. He points out clearly that as a result of lack of

facilities it is difficult for learners to realise that they are missing something, and that is guidance,

says the principal.

Another principal interviewed said the issue of major concern to learners is governing bodies.
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She said learners are obsessed with power to control the school and she cautions strictly that

learners should beware who they choose as a leader.

She continued with a suggestion that a leader should achieve both, that is, academic and

leadership. She felt strongly that learners choose radicals. She concluded by saying guidance

can teach good qualities of leadership.

Another principal added that learners are not aware of guidance as important because it is not

examined but he points out that their future depends on it.

Principal of school A pointed at study methods, know how of filling an application form,

information on bursaries and career as important especially for the learner in grade 12.

4.8 Services available to assist learners who are experiencing difficulties

Principals varied in the provision of services to learners who are experiencing difficulties. For

instance, principal ofschool Z mentioned that provision has been arranged so that an H.O.D. for

languages attends in service courses. He reported back, then ask volunteers to assist him, as a

result there are 5 volunteers, one for each grade.

Both principals ofschools D and P responded by answering that there are no services to cater for

learners who are experiencing difficulties. One suggested that the administration intervenes

when an issue arises and provide assistance.
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Another principal said the reason is because there are no facilitators, class teachers assist in

general school organisation and planning. However, she highlighted the issue of abduction of

girls by unknown people. The suggestion is that girls need information on self protection.

Also it must be highlighted that the principal of school S has facilities (boarding school) so he

has a guidance and counselling room. He said in this room they concentrate on learners who

have learning problems (academic) and remedial work is provided.

Services are available at school A where a guidance teacher organises outside experts, for an

example ISCOR company personnel. ISCOR company has provided bursaries. Health education

by school health nursing team provides information on health matters.

4.9 Principal's opinion on provision of specialist guidance teachers

The principal of school Z objected to little provision of a specialist guidance teacher. He felt

strongly that provision should be better because there is a great need for guidance teachers.

There needs to be posts for professional specialists at school, the principal emphasises. Another

principal said posts specific for guidance should be made available. The principal said there

should be an increase in human resources. He suggested that the Department should start

somewhere and then assess.

Another colleague of theirs felt differently and said there is no money or infrastructure, she

suggested that the present staff of teachers be made available for guidance.
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Principals of schools S and A suggested that guidance teachers should be employed in each and

every school so as to assist in achieving may goals, helping learners to cope, inculcating norms

and values and moulding learners.

4.10 Views on the need for every teacher to incorporate guidance

Principals generally felt that apositive attitude towards guidance should be created. For instance,

all teachers should attend guidance courses. Teachers should be equipped with teaching

materials, there should be teachers for remedial education, says another principal. Principal of

school Z suggested that guidance teachers should be renumerated. For example, he said, at the

moment there is redeployment and right sizing, a teacher who appreciates guidance should be

given a chance to concentrate and develop at the subject as a specialist guidance teacher,

concludes the principal.

Another colleague said a class teacher is a guidance teacher. Therefore a class teacher as a

supervisor should teach guidance.

Some principals felt the department should provide guidance teacher training. Otherwise at the

moment, said the principal, a class teacher is equipped with books, information brochures, he

chooses an interesting topic and discuss with learners, there is no stress on daily preparation.

A principal of another school also said teachers should be empowered therefore, a class teacher

is a guidance teacher.
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A principal ofa boarding school suggested that headmasters should motive that each and every

school must have a post for guidance and counselling professional teacher. He felt guidance and

counselling should be provided in the school curriculum.

Another principal interviewed concluded by saying that each school has a responsibility to offer

guidance.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

The discussion will reflect an integration of the findings of the present study linked to the

theoretical background reviewed in Chapters Two and Three. Limitations of this study

will be considered and then recommendations for further research will be discussed in the

light of the present study.

5.1 Review of results

The findings of the present study seem to indicate that, on the opinion about the

importance of guidance, all principals interviewed saw School Guidance as a very

important subject in their schools. Principals also indicated that School Guidance is

relevant~q.ue as a subject with regard to the future of the learner. This was i~ li~e

with the study by Motsabi (1994) which found that principals regarded guidance as

important in the schools because it would help the learners to deal with their problems and

enable them to plan for their future. Furthermore, in terms of School Guidance being

regarded as important for the planning of learners future, Euvrard (1996) found that the high

school guidance programme should operate in a preventive way and attempt to equip learners

with information, skills and attitudes so that they can successfully negotiate the challenges

of adolescence.

The present study also found that guidance is lacking at the historically disadvantaged

secondary schools. Principals in general support the provision of guidance, but they

indicate that lack of qualified guidance teachers and guidance posts in schools is partly the
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reason for lack of guidance teaching. This finding seems to complement the statement by

NEPI (1992) that economic constraints may be resulting in fewer guidance teacher being

employed which has led to the marginalization of guidance and the demoralization of its

practitioners.

Another finding is that guidance is a very important and essential subject because it

provides additional or extra information which other subjects do not provide in the normal
-::----

curriculum. This finding is comparable to the description of guidance by Brownell et al

(1996) that guidance refers to the helping process which aims to promote effective living

and exploration of the different ways to tackle difficulties. Furthermore" Euvrad (1996)

regards School Guidance as having inherent good intentions which differentiate it

from the rest of the subjects. It therefore seems that Life Orientation, as a newly proposed

learning area which has inherited the same good intentions as School Guidance, is still

going to have a valuable role to play in the new Curriculum 2005.

According to the findings of the present study, guidance is necessary at schools as it deals

with issues ofpersonality, careers, skills of relating, skills of learning as well as skills of

developing self and others. This seems to be in line with the principles of Outcomes

Bases Education approach which regard learning as holistic, and emphasise integration and

transfer of skills and knowledge (Lubisi, 1998).

On the question of expectations ofwhat guidance should provide, findings indicate that

v

'/
principals expect guidance to provide information about careers. The study seems to point

out that guidance should mainly deal with career choice and career guidance. This study's

findings are consistent with studies conducted by Mtolo (1995), which indicated that a
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guidance teacher was found approachable with career matters, and by Haffajee (1991)

which indicated that the guidance teacher was rated as the second most preferred helping

agent in the area of future careers.

Another finding consistent with Motsabi (1994) and Mtolo's (1995) findings was that

principals expect that guidance should provide services that assist learners to choose ~

subjects relevant to proposed careers as early as grade eight. This study's findings are

similar to that ofMtolo (1995) who found that guidance should be introduced as early as

grade seven so that learners are introduced to the idea of different academic streams

earlier in life. This would prepare them so that when they come to secondary school, they

have an idea as to what different streams entail. This would help the learners to choose

the correct subjects they want to do accordingly, and would prevent realising too late when a

person is already at tertiary institution that he has chosen wrong subjects altogether (Mtolo,

1995).

Findings of the present study also seem to indicate that principals expect that guidance

should assist learners to know themselves, build self awareness and help with self v

discovery. These results seem to be in line with findings in the study conducted by

Motsabi (1994) which indicated that principals expect guidance to assist with readiness

for tertiary and post school life which they link to career information. This is also

supported by Euvrard (1996) who adds that guidance is particularly pertinent in South

Africa as it embarks on a concerted programme of reconstruction and development, with

limited resources. It seems therefore that learning is incomplete without guidance or life

orientation.
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This study has also found that principals expect guidance not only to concentrate on

academic improvement of a learner but guidance should inculcate good morals and V

professionalism. This finding is consistent with the assertion in Brownell, et al (1996)

that guidance should help to cultivate morals and values.

Furthermore, principals in the present study expect that whilst guidance highlights to

learners a variety of careers, guidance should endeavour to help in appropriate character

building. This finding is consistent with the aim of the Interim Core Syllabus for school

guidance (1995). It is also consistent with the statement by Brownell, et al (1996) that the

Western concept of guidance and the African concept of ubuntu are very close to each

other, where ubuntu teaches us that people are only fully realized in relation to other people.

On the question of adherence to allocated periods of guidance, this study found that

principals do not supervise teachers in order that they properly adhere to the periods './

allocated for guidance. The study revealed that instead the principal sees the reason for lack

of sufficient teaching of guidance is due to the lack of adequate posts available to employ

full-time guidance teachers. In a study conducted by Lesele (1995), it was revealed that an

overwhelming 94% of the respondents indicated that they were not only teaching guidance

but also engaged_in !eaching other subjects. This finding is contrary to the findings by Mtolo

(1995), which indicated that in a school situation, it is not only a guidance teacher's task to

teach guidance but this must be seen as a joint intervention of all teachers in a school. V

The reason cited by Mtolo (1995) was mostly that there is a shortage of staff.
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Some of the principals in the present study seem to shift the responsibility to supervise

guidance teachers away from them citing the lack of Heads of Department for guidance

as the most prominent factor for guidance teachers not adhering to allocated periods for

guidance. The present study seemed to reveal that there is a resentment on the part of

principals that the Department of Education does not seem to be supportive in the

provision of such posts specific for guidance at schools. In a study conducted by Motsabi /'

(1994) it emerged that in most schools, management is centred on the principal. The

principal seems to be the sole decision maker with regard to allocation ofperiods in the

school.

Another finding which is consistent with Mtolo (1995) findings, is that principals are

using teachers responsible for other subjects who are already over worked with their own

workload to teach guidance.

The present study found that, generally, it seems guidance is not taught properly because

it is not a.!!-examinatioll.subject. This finding was consistent with the findings that

guidance periods were used for examination subjects by teachers, also used for self study

by learners or used as a free period for the learners (Mtolo, 1995; Motsabi 1994). This

study has revealed that guidance periods are used for revision, covering the examination

subject syllabus, and other topics, or writing a test. Motsabi (1994) found that the

attitude of principals toward guidance seemed positive, but guidance tended not to be

catered for. Her findings revealed that the reasons are the shortage of well qualified "--'"

guidance teachers.
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Motsabi (1994) further revealed that principals tended to agree that it is easier to sacrifice

guidance as it is a non -examination subject. Lombo (1993) also found that guidance has

generally been accorded minimal status by administrators and teachers who are ill

equipped to handle the professional demands involved. It seems that the move from

teacher-content centred approach to competence-learner focussed Outcome Based Education

will assist in making allleaming areas important.

It is however interesting to note that only one principal was found to be adhering to

allocated periods of guidance. The reason was that he is the principal of a better equipped

government high school which has learners boarding facilities. In a study by Lesele

(1995) on the supply of school guidance facilities, 80% of the respondents reported that

school guidance facilities are not sufficient. Respondents indicated that schools need a well

furnished office, room for group guidance, a small room for keeping files and other

confidential materials. Another finding of this study was that only one school had a

specialist guidance teacher whose duties include assisting learners to complete application

forms, take learners to exhibitions, organising outside speakers to address learners and

organise bursaries for learners. However, it should be noted that the initial reaction was

negative from other staffmembers because he was perceived to be doing easy work. V

On the question ofprincipal' opinions on the role of a guidance teacher, findings reveal that

principals see a guidance teacher as a role model, an exemplary person among other

educators and learners. This finding is consistent with the statement by Brownell, et al (1996)

that a guidance teacher should be a role modelling facilitator. A facilitator is a good

questioner and a good listener.
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The present study also found that principals felt that guidance should focus on the learner.

Principals pointed out that the scope of guidance should cover academic and extra curricula

problems (Motsabi, 1994). This finding seems compatible with the principles informing

Outcome Based Education which emphasizes that a learner is unique, and outcomes should

cover different areas.

The present study has revealed that principals feel that guidance should focus on all subjects

offered at school. This finding is contrary to the findings by Mtolo (1995), which indicated

that guidance teachers seemed to concentrate more on the science and commercial subjects

leaving other subjects out. This may be because of the fact that science and commercial

subjects are seen to be leading to careers that are currently more in demand. It seems that

guidance acts as a precursor of outcome based education because it attempts to make a unit

of all subjects at school, which is emphasized by learning areas that overlap.

One finding consistent with Ntshangase's findings (1995) was that some of the principals put

the focus and scope of guidance into categories according to the level of development of

learners. For an example, Ntshangase (1995) found that grade nine learners preferred to

receive more topics on decision making and school rules and regulations. On the other hand

grade 11 learners are likely to be more concerned about the responsibilities, choices and

opportunities of adulthood.

Another finding of the present study revealed that the role of guidance will be more

important in the Outcome Based Curriculum 2005 as it will be incorporated in the area of Life

Orientation. The study has found that principals view O.B.E. as based on guidance which
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focuses on career development, career choice and understanding of subject application. It is

worth noting that one principal indicated her opposition to G.B.E.

Studies conducted by Rooi (1991), Lesele (1995) and Motsabi (1994) have shown that

learners organisations such as COSAS, and PASO form part of the stakeholders in decision

making concerning academic as well as extra curricular matters. This is in line with the

findings by the present study which indicate that proper guidance is also hindered by the

learners who seem to be obsessed with power to control schools as they now sit on the

governing bodies.

To the contrary, Motsabi (1995) found that many schools operate without a school policy, and

therefore there are no clear guidelines for action, specifically with regard to the provision of

guidance within the school.

Another finding of this study was that serious attention is necessary for the provision of

specialist guidance teachers. Findings in this present study are that the department should

provide posts for professional specialists based at school with the sole purpose ofproviding

guidance as a subject. Contrary to the above statement, this study found that the present staff

of teachers should be made available for guidance because financial resources do not allow

for the provision of specific posts for guidance teacher.

The findings of the present study with regard to views on the need for every teacher to

incorporate guidance seem to be that all teachers need to attend guidance courses, equipped

with resources like pamphlets, books, information brochures and directories etc.
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This study also revealed that every teacher should be a guidance teacher, therefore class

teachers should teach guidance because each school has a responsibility to offer guidance.

This position seems to gain momentum as many studies (e.g. Euvrard, 1996; Mtolo 1995;

Ntshangase, 1995) pointed out that financial constraints will probably not allow the

government to provide posts at schools.

5.3 Limitations

The limitations of the present study will be discussed in terms of the sample, and the

methodology followed.

5.3.1 Sample

The major limitation of this study is that the sample was very small, and therefore largely

unrepresentative of the broader provincial or South African population ofhistorically

disadvantaged secondary schools.

5.3.2 Data Collection

Another weakness of this study is that principals tended to be correct in terms of responding

to the question asked so as to impress the researcher. Therefore, they could be having a

number of negative views toward the provision of guidance in their schools which they may

have not pointed out to the researcher. Further, the study might be hampered by time

constraints under which it was conducted. If more time were available, another method of

collecting data could be used, for an example, by mail, so that the researcher could avoid

interviews which rely on contact with the sample / population
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Also the study could have involved the opinion of teachers and learners in order to compare

their attitudes toward guidance.

Notwithstanding these limitations, it is noteworthy that the results of this study are generally

consistent with those of the related studies. This suggests that these findings may be useful

to some extent in the population under investigation.

5.3.3 Interviews

Since the study is not based on any previous studies, the researcher constructed his own

questions. This might have lead to the researcher overlooking certain areas of emphasis when

investigating the principal's attitude towards guidance. For instance, some of the questions

may have required further probing.

Content analysis can be extremely labourious, tedious and time consuming. Information

gained by interviewing could be insufficient and partial. Robson (1996) insists that it is very

difficult to assess causal relationships.

5.4 Recommendations

The present study has led to the proposal of the following recommendations:

5.4.1 Research Design

It is recommended that future investigations take into account a more representative sample.

Although questions were designed to cover as wide a range of attitudes as possible, the

researcher felt that some details might not have been thoroughly and clearly analysed to

identify the principal's attitudes.
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Future research might need to further explore all schools and teachers as an influential

variable. This may, for instance, help to reveal a more balanced opinion on the situation of

guidance at school. Also, this may help unearth other dimensions that are relevant to

guidance as a subject.

As a recommendation to this study, research including a sample of guidance teachers as the

people who are involved in teaching guidance at school would have yielded information

regarding the situation of guidance. This would have been useful because according to the

findings of this study, guidance periods are used for subjects other than guidance.

5.4.2 Guidance

Little research has been conducted on principals' attitudes toward guidance in the historically

disadvantaged secondary schools and other schools outside the scope of this study. It is

therefore recommended that further investigation be conducted in the area. Furthermore, the

whole area of appropriate provision of guidance and counselling, and testing needs to be

incorporated into the Life Orientation learning area.

This will assist the administrators, planners and auxiliary services to accommodate guidance

appropriately at schools.

5.4.3 Guidance Teacher Training

It is recommended in this study that, at all higher education institutions for teachers guidance

be made mandatory for every teacher trainee so that guidance could be implemented

along with other subjects.
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5.4.4 Principals' involvement

It is recommended that the principals be involved in the implementation of guidance in their v

school of control. Since principals are responsible for all that is happening in their schools,

their tendency to ignore the teaching of guidance leads to neglect of guidance as a subject.

Hlongwane (1994), has suggested that the principal of a secondary school is, amongst other

things, expected to initiate improvement in teaching techniques and methods, direct

teachers to motivate learners to learn at their optimal level, afford educators the opportunities

to individualise programmes, improvement in teaching techniques and methods, interpret

general school goals to the staff, determine teaching loads, class schedule and support

personnel required for effective implementation and management of curricula.

The critical factor seems to be, if principals are seen to be pro active, supportive and active

campaigners of the teaching of guidance in their schools, teachers and learners would get

involved in all the programs and benefit from life skills guidance has to offer.

The next chapter is the conclusion of this study and it will attempt to integrate the results of

this study with the aim of the study.
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CHAPTER SIX

6. CONCLUSION

In this thesis it has been indicated that in the past, guidance has been neglected due to a

number of reasons. However, currently the system of education in South Africa has placed

guidance in the learning area of Life Orientation. Such an attempt will hopefully ensure that

guidance receives attention and importance it deserves.

It is envisaged that the Outcome Based Curriculum 2005 will incorporate the principles that

inform curriculum design, such as human resource development. Lubisi et al (1998) sum it

up by pointing that "it is now accepted that successful modem economics and societies

require citizens with a strong foundation of general education; with the desire and ability to

continue to learn, to apply, and to develop new knowledge, skills, and technologies; to move

flexibly between occupations; to accept responsibility for personal performance; to set and

achieve appropriate standards and to work co-operatively. It is the critical role of the

education and training process to prepare learners to be such citizens by acknowledging that

learners themselves are resources of knowledge and that the process of learning, while

building on prior learning, should be a process of expanding the boundaries ofknowledge,

and building capacity throughout their lives. This notion of lifelong learning, organised in

South Africa in terms of a National Qualifications Framework, should be a major thrust of a

new education and training system" (p 4).
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It seems that guidance should be one of the important focuses, which serve to describe the

learning area of life orientation. In the core learning area of life orientation, options include,

health education, career guidance, lifelong learning skills, inter and intra personal

development, religious studies, physical education, etc.

In order to redress the neglect of guidance, learning should promote the development of a

national identity and nondiscrimination summed up nation-building. Nation-building is

actualised through the protection or known briefly ofhuman rights, irrespective of gender,

race, class, creed or age (Lubisi, et aI1998).

The aim of the present study was to contribute to the database investigating principals'

attitudes towards guidance in the historically disadvantaged secondary schools so as to focus

attention of the administrators who might have contributed to the reputation of guidance at

mainly historically disadvantaged schools an the Townships. This is important because no

actual teaching of guidance seem to be taking place during those periods allocated for

guidance. It is also important in that, for the Outcome Based Education to be successful,

attempts should be made to change the principals' present mode of operating.

The findings of this study provides some indication that the inclusion of guidance in the time

table and mere allocation of guidance periods to teachers and the lukewarm attitude of

principals does not necessarily guarantee the actual affirmation of guidance as an important,

relevant and useful subject at these schools.

Certain factors which contribute to this state of affairs should be considered. For instance, the
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resources, like classrooms and staffing (i.e.. posts) as influential factors were revealed by the

findings of this study. Hofmeyr and Buckland (1992) have concluded that South African

education system has been characterised by apartheid, underdevelopment, inequality, separate

education, centralization and control, crisis and struggle. This implies that for life orientation

to be efficiently implemented, the government must provide enough and appropriate

resources.

Another implication of the present study relates to the finding that, class teachers are

guidance teachers, which leads to guidance being marginalised and becoming an informal

subject. Instead one teacher should be delegated with all guidance duties from Grade 8 up to

Grade 12 so that he / she is accountable to the principal and the principal responsive about the

requirements for the teaching of guidance at school.

If the responsibility of teaching guidance is shared among the teaching staff it leads to neglect

as the finding seem to indicate that guidance periods (time slot in the time table) are used for

revision of examination subjects, writing tests etc. A strategy of one guidance teacher, one

school needs to be designed and properly empowered so that these teachers will be equipped

to render guidance at schools. These teachers would attend in-service training so as to

assimilate new knowledge, skills and new attitudes which must result in new professional

behaviour (Mtolo, 1995).

Ntshangase (1995) recommends that guidance teachers should be helped to organise

workshops lectures and meeting with other guidance teachers so as to establish effective

communication and facilitate understanding and sharing of ideas. It helps if principals are

also involved in these kinds ofworkshops.
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If the administrators are keen to see if orientation (guidance) prosper at school they should

clearly define the role and specific duties (functions) of a guidance teacher because guidance

teachers, as Ntshangase (1995) observes, find themselves immersed in a variety of activities

such as teaching other subjects and other activities that are managerial and administrative in

nature.

Finally, the changes that are taking place in the education system in our country can be

regarded as a challenge by principals, teachers and learners. The Department of Education is

reviewing the need for offering subjects of social interest against subjects related to

technology because the majority of the youth who leave school do not easily acquire job

opportunities in the economic and industrial sector. It is hoped that the focus of outcome

based education and training will bring to the fore those critical cross-field outcomes in order

to direct teaching, training and education practices (Lubisi, et al 1998). A new system of

education might be helpful in resolving the current crisis of unemployment, more specifically

as it usually happens to schoolleavers.

This is the challenge for principals and guidance teachers to develop a vision where they

should take their schools during the next millennium by becoming responsive to the needs of

the learners, provide them with adequate life skills to cope and design curricula that will

equip or empower them with skills appropriate for easy entry and integration into the

economy of the country.
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I. \Vh3t 1'"' your opinion about the inlpoIiancc of school ;uidancc':

J What sl:fviccs do you think guidance shnuld pro\'idc?

3. (1) Are guidance periods adhered to at present':

b) Give reasons \vhy guidance is not offered in the allocated periods.

4. \Vhat do you think the role of guidance teacher should be?

5. If guidance is offered, what should be the focus and scope of the subject?

6. What do you think is the role of guidance in the 0 B E CUITiculunl 2005?

7. a) \Vhat do you think are pupil's 111ain concenlS that should be addressed in your
school?

b) What services are available to your school to assist students experiencing
difficulty?

8. a) It seenlS that little provision for specialist guidance teachers can be nlade in the
current situation. V/hat is your opinion of this?

b) If guidance is sOlnething that every teacher need to incorporate, how do you
envisage this happening?
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l~ranscrlpt of the respondents responses to the intervlev\·.

P . T("'JD L C' Hlr"H C'("'HOOL ... 1 1 -,11:" IV. \J .. ..., -'

1. \ /hat is your opinion about the importance of guidance?

Guidance and counselling is a very inlportant subject vV'hleh should be
taught in schools.

2. \Vhat sen ices do you thing guidance should provide?

Guidance should highlight to learners the variety of careers that they
could follow in tertiary institutions. Guidance should also assist in
character building in a school situation so that nonns and values could
be inculcated in students so that they can be internalised and live by
theIn through adulthood.

3. a) Are guidance periods adhered to at present?

Yes

b) -

4. \Vhat do you think the role of a guidance teacher should be?

He should be an exemplary teacher who should be a role lTIodel for the
learners, students and other teachers and should help pupils in
identifying tertiary institutions where they can study further and also
assist those \vho are froIn poor homes, he should assist in getting
bursaries or scholarship for them in order to pursue tertiary education.

5. If guidance is offered, what should be the focus and scope of the
subject?

Guidance should help the child in moving towards the course of
adulthood and injecting the childhood with the good norms and values
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and standard of behaviour and it should be the subject that l1nks up
\\'1th the policy of the school.

6. Ihat do vou thin r is the role of g idance in the 0 B E curriculum

200S?

Very inlportant, it \\"i11 help pupils v.;hile at school to say:, I an1 gifted
at this and that as the OBE focuses on the output when the learner
cannot cOlnplete the acadenlic level at Grade A the child vvill be able
to take a decision and branch into a skills training which will leave
hil11 sOlnething to live witho

7. a) What do you think are pupil's main concerns that should be
addressed in your school?

They should be lnade a\\ioare that it is ilnportant though it is not our
exarnination subject but they should be aVvare that it is the subject that
their future is built upon.

b) What services are available to your school to assist students
experiencing difficulty?

We have a guidance and counsell ing room which is a career rOOI11
solely aimed at concentrating on those pupils who have problelns in
the learning environment these pupils are being let towards relnedial
work in order to overCOll1e their problems.

8. a) It seems that little provision for specialist guidance teachers can
be made in the current situation. What is your opinion of this?

Specialist guidance teachers should be elnployed in all institutions
because they play a very important role. They help the learner to move
Sl1100thly in the course of adulthood by providing theln with good
norms and values and enabling the child to carry towards the right
direction.
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) f guidance is somet ing that e rer.,,- tear er eed to incorporate, ho '
do "IOU n Ji. age t is appening?

I think the headlnasters should 1110tivate to the departlnent that in each
and every institution the post of guidance and counsellor teacher be
Inade available so that guidance and counselling is provided into the
school CUITlcululTI.
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1. lhat is your opin·on a, ,out the importanc of guidance?

It is a very inlportant subject in a school because it provides for extra
infonnation not provided in the nonnal curriculunl. hke personallty,
careers and general behaviour of the person and therefore a very
essential subject.

2. "That services do you think guidance should provide?

To guide the child... the total developlllent of a child in a school set
up.

3. a) Are guidance periods adhered to at present?

One teacher is responsible. He is allocated in the time table. He is a
specialist. The reaction was not good because of the fact that he
teachers a non-exalllination subject. .. have less \vork. ~A.ttitudes

changed because they realised the work that he is doing. He has
organised speakers, bursaries, applications and career counsel1 ing.
For instance, he has taken Grade 12 to a career exhibition he is
personally close to children. They report to hin1, be it acadelnic or
falnily.

b) -

4. "'hat do you think the role of a guidance teacher should be?

Clarify those issues to children. It performs tasks not done by andy
other subject. Specifically concerned with ho\v they can solve
problems, like how to study issues that are not covered by other
subjects except guidance.

5. If guidance is offered, lvhat should be the focus and scope of the
subject?
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It should be the child... \vhere there are problelTIs it should provide
SOl Ut1011S_ bv 111v01\'1112. all stakeholder that are ill o1ved ill education

./ _, '--"

. like parents., pupils and teachers.

6. hat do you think i the role of gu·dance in the 0 B E curricu urn
2005?

Since it v-lill fall in one learning area, I think hUlnan sciences~ it \"1111
help a lot because he \vill \\lork independently, ..... he needs to be
helped by a qualified person vvho kno\vs ho\v to lead the v/ay (like a
guidance teacher) otherwise they w'ill not cope with new dispensation,
1ike in the past teachers will not be the focus ... now the children will
be in the forefront.

7. a) \Vhat do you think are pupil's main concerns that should be
addressed in your school?

How to study. How to apply. Where to get bursaries, \"Iho to contact
concerning careers especially the Grade 12's.

b) What services are available to your school to assist students
experiencing difficulty?

He has tried to organise external people. lscor has given us bursaries,
health people have arrived etc.

8. a) It seems that little provision for specialist guidance teachers can
be made in the current situations. What is your opinion of this?

It should be the responsibility of each and every school that gUIdance
is offered, without guidance we would bot accomplish may tasks, it
\\"i11 be impossible if children are not well guided.

b) -



PRINCIPAL P. HIGH SCHOOL

1. What is your opinion about the importance of guidance?

Guidance is important as a core subject in the sense that it gives an indication of a

type of life he wishes to be or is likely to be depending on the ability.

2. What services do you think guidance should provide?

Like personality development, like the development of morals, professional

development. I'm deliberately avoiding academic development because academics

only does not serve much purpose in the absence of professionalism.

3(a) Are guidance periods adhered to at present?

Not very much, not adhered to. Reason, due to shortage of staff. We have guidance

periods in the time table. There is a factor of unavailability of enough teachers to

attend to the examination subjects. As a principal we tend to allocate all teachers to

attend to examination subjects.

People are oriented on examinations, we tend to concentrate on those subjects to

be examined. We are an examination guided society. There might be a gUidance

test but we do not take it seriously. Even if there is a guidance period in the chart or

time table the teacher will use that period to revise or further the examination

subject by completing the syllabus or giving a test or covering other topics. Even if

the teacher is provided with a guidance period he is happy because he knows he

will not teach the subject because he will find enough time to revise or continue with

his exam subject or complete the syllabus.



4. What do you think the role of a guidance teacher should be? 69

Role is that of being exemplary, pacifier, advisor. He/she advises to the staff

because everybody needs to grow - that is, I'm referring to the staff. A guidance

teacher is a liaison· person, he liaises between the teachers, the school, private

sector representatives and the community representatives. He does this by

organising functions like merit awards, functions by going to the private sector and

ask for donations. He invites inspector, and people as such, to come and address

students. That is why I call him a liaison person. Advice should also be focussed in

life in general that is personality moulding not only careers. But in spheres such as

personality. Not only students but other people like caretaker e.t.c. he/she should

set example.

5. If guidance is offered, what should be the focus and scope of the

subject?

Grade 8,9. It depends on the level of a grade. I expect Grade 8 to concentrate on

topics like decision making, sex education, choice of subjects, good manners, how

to behave.

Grade 10, for example, I expect the guidance teacher to concentrate on the topics

such as careers, choice of subjects, that is the stage where he chooses whether he

goes for Science, Commerce or other general subjects. Also on good study habits,

that is in preparation for grade 12 final examinat1on, also the norms and values

should long be internalised by the child, all the teacher need to is to concentrate on

whys, why do we behave like this, a grade 8 will just tell them this is what is good

behaviour.

At that stage they challenge everything.

A teacher should be smart, be responsive, truthful. They are open.

Grade 1'1 and 12, they are concentrating on studies, more on future plans. A grade

12 boy will be more interested on the topic about how to choose a marriage partner.

They concentrate on a quality of ilfe, He i~. not attract(~d by, for an example, smart



dress they enquire about the status of a person where does he come from.

6. What do you think is the role of guidance in the OBE curriculum

2005?

I'm not going to answer this one. We crush it at a NATU conference. There is no

education that has no outcomes. Even informal education it does have an outcome.

My mother taught me how to cook ipapa (porridge), I'm able to cook. Which

education does not have an outcome? A guidance teacher should look for the

constitution he liaises - he assists in elections. You know pupils choose a person

who cannot pass but good at criticism - you find yourself next year sitting with this

person who is a failure in class. Pupils should be taught to choose properly.

Leadership can be taught by guidance teachers.

7 (a) What do you think are pupil's main concerns that should be

addressed in your school?

Students are excited by governing bodies, t~.ey should choose wisely. They should

choose people who will lead with example. People who have reasonable demands.

A leader should cope with leadership and education and achieve both. But pupils

choose radicals. Guidance teachers should be there to teach good qualities of

leadership.

(b) What do you think are the pupil's main concerns that should be

addressed in your school?

70

There are no services at my sC~·"Jol. ~·-ilP~0 ar8 n,:; facilitators. I rely solely on

teachers, especially class teachers who assist with issues such as late coming e.t.c.



They plan which strategy we can take, invite parents e.t.c. 71

Our main problem at the moment is the abduction of girls, we have to cope with this,

an unknown person would pick up the girl and drive her to an unknown place like

Standerton. It does happen and it is serious. Therefore they need to be taught how

to protect themselv~s against strangers who might abduct them.

8(a) It seems that little provision for specialist guidance teachers

can be made in the current situation. What is your opinion of this?

There is no money or infrastructure. We must employ the services of teachers.

(b) If guidance is something that every teacher need to incorporate,

how do you envisage this happening?
• ••".- '~f

Let teachers be empowered. I maintain that a class teacher is a guidance teacher.



PRINCIPAL Z. HIGH SCHOOL

1. What is your opinion about the importance of guidance?

It is of great importance because it points out the future for children. I wish each and

every teacher, principal, and others can see or realise its importance. As teachers,

ourselves, we lacked guidance at school. I only realised when I was already a

teacher that I could have been something else. If I had received guidance

information I could have taken other subjects.

2. What services do you think guidance should provide?

It should provide proper charfu'lIing for children as early as possible from standard
"-

six (grade eight). Pupils should be given choice of subjects and information as to

why certain subjects are relevant in certain situations.

3. Are guidance periods adhere to at present?

72

(a) Periods are not adhered to because the department does not provide schools

with posts. We do not have a post for H.O.D. We have long been asking for it,

Neither we have posts for guidance nor teachers responsible for guidance. At the

moment we use teachers of other subjects. These teachers have their own

workload of subjects to teach. Even if we ask class teachers to teach guidance they

do not seem to realise the importance and benefit of tea~ching guidance because it is

not an examination subject. As a non examination subject it is therefore undermined

as a subject. If the department regards guidance seriously as an important subject

they would not only appoint inspectors for the subject but they would also make

arrangements for guidance teacher posts at school.



4. What do you think the role of a guidance teacher should be?

Role of a guidance teacher is to conscientise pupils as to the need of education and

career guidance - Le why should they take a particular subject. If children are

educated they shoQld be able to tell the difference between an uneducated person

and an educated person.
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An educated person should be a disciplined person, clean in words and deeds. An

educated person should be well cultured. Education should point a direction towards

the future.

5. If guidance is offered, what should be the focus or scope of the

subject?

It should focus on the learning problems inside and outside the classroom.

Guidance should focus on the subjects being taught at school. Le. it should assist

the child to achieve his/her immediate academic goals. The scope of guidance

should take into consideration the different sections or levels of children's

development.

For instance the standard sixes (grade eights) should have a package that suits

their levels of development as much as std 7 (Grade 10) etc.

6. What do you think is the role of guidance in the OBE curriculum

2005?

Guidance will be more important than ever when it comes to the curriculum. We will

need guidance more as a tool to help education. Teachers should all be guidance

teachers because subjects will overlap. Teachers should be well versed with O.B.E.

If they have the information, things will be much easier, teachers will only blend

CLB E. into VJllat they kl1~..lw. O.B.E is based on guidance as t il?\i8 already pointed

Ola these children are very much confused let us guide them.



7. (a) What do you think are pupils main concerns that should be 74

addressed in your school?

The main concern is, Jlnat we should give them subjects which are future oriented,

Children should be' given information about careers, We should provide information

about careers embedded in these subjects. They should not take subjects that will

not help in future. For instance Biblical Studies, what can you do with these

subjects?

(b) What services are available to your school to assist students

experiencing difficulty?

We have an H.O.D for languages, we asked him to help in the Department of

Guidance, so he attends Guidance courses and report s back. He has asked the

volunteers from teachers who could assist him they are five in all, 1 per section. One

is responsible for Std 6 (Gr 9) e.t.c he is the sixth teacher responsible for Grade 12.

8 (a) It seems that little provision for specialist guidance teachers

can be made in the current situation. What is your opinion of this?

I am totally against this concept of little provision. We really need guidance

teachers. As I have already pointed out that-we need posts for guidance teachers.

We need professionals who are going to specialise with teaching of guidance.

(b) If guidance is something that every teacher need to incorporate,

how do you envisage this happening?

A positive attitude should be created towards guidance. All teachers should be

equipped with materials like books, charts, information brochures, directories and

relevant pamphlets.



Teachers should have positivism towards guidance as a subject. There should be

teachers for remedial education. Guidance teachers should be renumerated . Right

now there is redeployment and right sizing. I feel that teachers who appreciate

guidance should be given the right to concentrate on the subject as specialist

guidance teachers.,

...,-
i __
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PRINCIPAL D. HIGH SCHOOL

1. What is your opinion about the importance of guidance?

The word guidance has importance in it, we should be positive about it. It is lacking.

Guidance is actually lacking in our schools. Children who do not get guidance

actually suffer because it has got an impact in their future. It is very important.

2. What services do you guidance should provide?

Guidance should provide career guidance. Make them aware of who they are i.e.

self discovery as to where he is. Also aptitude tests should be applied, these help

children in their own self discovery. It should stress .on careers and how a

child relate to others.

3. (a) Are guidance periods adhered to at present?

(b) Give reasons why guidance is not offered in the allocated

periods?

Because there are no trained personal on staff about the subject.

The duty load does not allow teachers to further commit themselves to teaching

guidance. One other factor is that it is not an examination subject.

4. What do you think the role of a guidance teacher should be?

Its role should be to enlighten students on guidance as a subject and the importance

of guidance as a career, use it as subject of self discovery. It should be used as a

guide for proper behaviour. When pupils have problems it can be used to reduce

other problems which we are not aware of. For an example, family related problems.

So gLJidan~e ShOlii6 st~;. in ~i1ere. It can also reduce disciplinary probl9;rs and i1e!p



them with self discovery and concentrate on the future career with which they are

concerned.

5. If guidance is offered, what should be the focus and ~sope of the

subject?

Career selection - and open up channels, careers in general. Self guidance, proper

behaviour, and careers

6. What do you think is the role of guidance in the O.B.E curriculum

2005?

I am not clear about O. B. E

It can help. Its stress is in career development and career opportunities.

Opportunities are there for use. It would be easy for pupils to choose careers

because O.B.E is outcomes. It is interesting because it is about understanding the

subject application. There needs to be re-education to teachers about preparing the

material and approach to teaching O.B.E makes learning to be interesting. O.B.E

makes learning to be interesting. O.B.E is linked to careers because its easy for the

child to see that this is leading to this and that.

7. What do you think are pupils main concerns that should be

addressed in your school?

They need a school to be beautiful. We need renovation, supply the shortage in

materials. They would not know that they need guidance. It is a new to them. They

are not aware that they need guidance.

(b) What services are available to your school to assist students

experiencij (19 difficu~ty?

77



So far there are no services available if a difficulty arises the administration steps in 78

to try to solve the problem.

If there is any problem that needs to be solved the administration is expected to

help.

8.

(a) It seems that little provision for specialist guidance teachers can

be made in the current situation. What is your opinion of this?

If posts can be made available. The department needs to beef up its human

resources.

They can advertise posts that are specific for guidance. Many teachers have

studied guidance at College. Provision should be made. Department should start

somewhere, especially at day schools. They should provide posts, then they can

assess.

(b) If guidance is something that every teacher need to incorporate,

how do you envisage this happening?

At the moment a class teacher is a gUidanc~ teacher as a supervisor. On the part of

the Department it can be incorporated in teacher training. Class teachers, at the

moment, are used as guidance teachers.

A class teacher has books, information brochures and other materials. They choose

an interesting topic and discuss it with children. I do not insist on strict daily

preparation on the subject.
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this cS..Jiltry.

Some ~~?ects of Guicar.ce we:-e introd~cec to the Vc:"lOUS

educat~)n depc:-tments which were unacce?table. This has

result~: in the rejection 0: and r..arginalised status accorced

to the subject by many stucen:s a:ld teeche:-s. Tne curriculum

was pr ,scriptive cnd lac<;e~y not relevant to the neecs a:-.c

experi'?:~ces of the leerne:-s. It did not adequately deaq with

the di\~=sity of issues it needed tc address cnd has :iot kept

abreast of cu::-rent changes und developments relevant to the

South African context.

The si~uation is exacerbe:cd by the unequal pro~i5:on of

Guid~:lc€: and counselling servi.c:es and resourceS in schools.

curricu:'um.

anc non-evaluated

CD
~

INTERIM CO?~ SYLLABUS FOR GUIDANCE
Being

neglectf:d

non - e :< c:;"l i ne:> 1e

and in other cases excluded

subject,

from the

it was

school

i. INTRODUCTION
Guidance focuses on the totel development of the child and

The compi~xities of a repidly chan<;ing conte~porary South

Africa have resulted in the forr.1al education system being

called upon increasingly to deal with issues which would

previously have been ~onsidered to be the exclusive

responsibility of the fa~:ly. A disintegration of family and

community life, a simulta~~ous challenging of many t~aditional

values, and a g~owing ne:-d for specialist knowlecge in many

new areas, has resulted :r. schools having to deal with issues

as diverse as Sexuality Education on the one hand, and
Education for De~ocracy or. the other.

ceconcf~p··uclis·:: i:(~d d·:: '/0 10;" 2n r:n::lt',]y ne',1 Cute!.,:','>: CL:rrl-

The cor:-.~~itment and conce:-!! of some Guidance teachers, the

informa}" o!"gar.iseticn of G'Jica:lce teacher fora, in-seLv~ce

trainin~ and resource support offered by many non-governmental

organisa:ions, stimulated e:ld promoted an i-nno'lative a?proach

to Guida ce.

counselling should be an integrel part oE the schooling

system. The reco~nition of the ir.1portance of the subject as a

support for the holistic development of the learner and its

role in ~ddressing the social, perslJnal, a,cade;nic and economic

problem: which were reflected in the s\:hool environ;n:::1t,

necessi~ated a reconce~tualisation cE the subject.

tot c ;">ged

Guidance and

to Lr:needst h.:; te :~ :: e :- t. is·:ar..jenerc1'!

both service and subject componencs.include

It is t is

policy hc~ further created dlS?cr~ties and

in all asp~L:s of society w~ich h=d a profound

nature and ?~ovision o~ ecuc~~ion. 9~iccnce and

,\S a conse(.~':--',~ce a r?n,~ ..: r)~-:erso::::d 2;',':: 50':"'-'

The aoartheid
\'

discri~ination

impact on the

counseLll'lY·
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educational a~d wo~k e~~iron~ent. At ~~esent there are

numerous syllabi which c:~ clearly disjoint2d, ir:elevant and

inappropriate fo~ the nee~3 of a chan~ing, c2mocratic society.

'!'he respS'ctive expertise of all role?~ayers (teactl~[S,

parents, NGOs, teachers u:1icns, p~ivate sector, support

services pp.:-sonn21, relev"::It de;Jartme:1ts, etc.) wh::-' contribute

to the c"velo;>me:,t of c,.:~an resources, resource material,

curriculum cevelopme~t ~~d service delivery needs

actively i:lvolvec in this ~econc~ptualisation process.

to be

This in~erim core sylla!:::lus s~oL:ld serve cS a !:::lasis Eor the

impleme~ -.aUon of Guidance in schaols. Existing Guidance

prog:am~~s and syllabi should be assessed and adapted in

accordar:-::e with this core sylla':J\':s. Teachers ne~d to

dete:mi~~ the levels and extent ta ~hic~ ecch of the sections

outlinec below, need to be focused on. The needs and level of

developm-"t of the learners, socio-economic demancs, alms and

principl s of this core syllabus sho~ld inform this p:ocess.

2. PRI:-::IPLES

The impl~:nentation this co:e syllabus must
This docume:1t should ther·":o:e not be seen as repl_acing this

process, but as an i~terim measure to ensure uniformity within

one education system a:od r ;rve as a basis for future bottom up

~olicy develo?~e~t.

de '.le loper~

pri:1c:'ple.;:

from,

of

and e·.IalL:=-~ed a9cinst

be guided by,

the followi:lg

In this document Guidance 5 d2fined as:

Counselling refers to:

a process which ::'5 prlmarily developmental but also

a promotive, c~~elopmental and preventative pro

~~~mme aimed at large groups of learners

~Il integral part of the school curriculum

enviror.,"7",ent,working~heinchan~es

non-c:scrirr.ination \/hich is reflected in a commitment to

a ne ,-racial and non-sexist society;

demc:ratic values and im?lementation of the Guida:lce

pro~~amme, taking the 0eeds cnd interests of the learners

as ~ell as the community at large into account;

a mL .. ti-sectoral a?proach which cra~s on the resources of

otht: _ education support se:vices (vocctional and c;eneral

guic. :ice and counselli:lg, specialised education, school

heal:~, social work and psycholo<;ical services); the NGO

sectc:"", private sector, government programmes, trade

unions, teacher organisations c:ld bodies, and various

commc~ity structures for Guicance implementation;

an a~sessment of the develo?ment~l needs of children and

adol,3cents in terms of social, emotional, coqnitive a"d

physi2al domains;

an 2~areness and im?lementation of human rights and

res?c,sibilities within a democra:ic society;

conte~tualising relevcnt issues in terms of corn~unity

en'.lir·nme:ltal <3:1d glojcl issues;

conc.::~·ns ,
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a:ld

democraticthe

de'; e 10 pm en tal

to

and

sensitive

prel/:.ntative

contextuallybeing

lC~eal, needs of :he learner and society

systematically c",sisting the learner through perso

nal, social, acC'::emic and career development so that

slhe can play a ~~aningful role in ~ociety.

incividual and s~all group intervention aimed at

giving support to those with s?ccific problems/needs

to adequately de~l with the challe:1ges facing them.

P:-O!l'\ot i ve,

cU:.:ltive.

*

*
*
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implementation of the co~e syllabus:

active, critical anj dynami~ learner b2~ed esucation.

nor'-s;?:<iS:71 a:lC to·.: :':11 of ri';jhts a ... d ccns:'ltution of t~e
politiccl cevelopments in

and c~'/elopment, hu~an

:e ;ource neecs locally and nationally;

te p:ol71ote nation building and tolerc;)ce.

b=-_)acer social. economic anc

r~ ation to ~econst~uction

SC3JECT CONTENT

I", ~8DUCTION

4.

4 . 1

te hl';hlic;~t the relelJa;)ce of all asp~·:ts of Cuicance to

The sU:ject components of the p:oposed core sy~labus for

Guidanc;," is founded on a recognition that cOl71l71unities differ

in the:~ neecs and p:io:ities. It recJgnises too that

[lexibil~ty ratr.c: than pr.escription sho~ld inf8rm both

conter.t cnd p:"ocess in any effective programl712. Its ultimate

objectiv~ is to equip the child with life skills ..... hich should

promote self-actu~lisction, emotio~al stajility and social

sensitiv_ty, and render the child competent to make successful

ca:eer c.~oices, to build a stable family and to live with

respect ?ond tolera;'\ce of self and ot~ers.

to

the

promotes

society,

for

learner

-=.nd

and

basis

the

a

power

school

as

in

empowers

serve

that

levels

and innovative resourc~ material;

relations of

s>'oL1ld

socia.:.

ai;;lsfollo·..... ing

loun':~'I;

:he cevelop~ent 0: r.ational identity a~d reconciliation;

afEi~:nativ;? action cnd redress ..... hereby in?qualities and

i~bclances at all le~els are addressed;

a facilitation ..... he:";?::,y the primary approac:"'I to teaching

is based upon ac~nowledging and drawing on existing

compe:encies and :-esources in the students as well as

broader cO:71munity;

access to appropri~te

classroom methodo~~gy

participate at 2:1

demystifies

AIMS OF THE CORE SYLLABUS

j(

*

3.

The

(X)

O'l

to motivate learne::s to develop an interest in their

studies and educatic- in general and promote a culture of

learning and work er :~ic;

to locate the learne within his/her soc~al ccntext

the holistic develo~~ent of the learner;

the provision of e:fective Guidance and counselling at

all levels in schools;

the devel09ment of cemocratic values and competencies;

to. challenge prejL!(~ice and discrimination 0:1 all fronts

<~ rid

to personal

community,

rei;)torced

r.1 ," t ~~ '), ~./ 1.").-:: 'ITll~C t; =- r 1 e u ll::01

[t should therefore be

these co~e skills are pertinent

d·~velopme:lt withi;) the fa,~ily,

etc.

Cl: 1:l"'1C"':tl1-::-

4.2 PERS~NAL AND INTER?ERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

4.2.1 Skills development

t h rouC]hn.l; t

wo~ld of work,

The devel~?ment of

and inte=-~ersonal

Within t~e contemporary South Africa:"! conteAt both the service

cnd subject components of Guidance must be able to adapt

rapidly ~o new situations. Since flexibility and adaptability

are cent~al to this Guidance core syllabus, a bottom-up,

communit: bas~d cp9roach to subject contents selection is

proposec - an approach in which needs are identified and

outcomes ~re evaluated at the local community level.
the

and

all

orientation,sexualreligion,

i n t -= '::; =- uti 0 n and r e 1a-t ton s h t? bet '..... e e nthe

i.e. gender, race,

location, et cetera'

the p::omotion of gt2:-'.eric and transEerable skills in

l~arn€r (refer to s~~tion on skills developme:itl;

to develop practic:.l and intellectual creativity

innovation in the l~~rner;

to prolnoce

aspects of Guic"nce;

*

*

*
1<

1<

I<
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~esource ~2te=i2~s ~s~~ s~ould p~omote t~~ ~evelop~ent of
these sl.<i.!.ls.

Core skills

information skills (accessing c~d pcocessing
i~:ormat~on) .

decisio~ ~aking skills

coc;niti·"", skills (critical. lc:e:-cl, cre=.tive
thinkir~·;;. etc.)

proble~ solving

listening

prejccice cnd stereotypes

develo?ing leace:-shi? sv.il~s

team builc.ing

a family and sib~in~s

pee:s/friendshi?s

*~ c;rou? d:~amics

peer pressure

need to belong

understanding cultural differences

with other adults: dealing with authority

with members of the immediate cnd broadec

cO~:-:l'.l:lity.

Relationships

*

11.2.3

Skills,co~munic2tion skills (e.C;.
empatr.y, etc.)

goal setting and planning skills
assertiv~~ess skills

*

*

4.2.2 Self a'.... arenes·;
4.3 r:;. :ILY Ai'lD S:::XiJ.:'1.!:.ITY EDUCAT2:0N

dealing w::h violence

ce?endenc:es/addictions

druC; 0ducation and Substance 2~use

conflict ~~solution

en >< interest."> and hobbies
.....:I

abilities

*' qualities

values c:,c beliefs

*' goals anC: cspirations
ir talents

* weaknessL:> and strengths
problems!~oncerns

* pror.1otinr; self esteem unwanted pregnancy

decision ~aki~9; options

~* coping with stress and societal pressure

divo:ce and the effects on the child

~* how to cope with tension and separation

conflict and accord :n the family

fa~ily violence

Family and parenting

different

emotionaler.a

in the fa;.li ly

5 .;:":-:ua 1ph·!s~col.

c.~~) l,J S \?

c:J ild,

**

~~ coping with p~o~l~ms

c~use in the family

decision-makinc; sl.<ills

new responsibilities

* coping strategi~s

*' family values

noting a~d respecting

expectations anc demands

* single parenthood

<1.3.1

cnd[2.."i1iesinlossseparctior and

relations"ips)

suicid~

Crisis manage~~nt skills<1.2. J
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4. J.) Family planning

>e"*

s,,:'s:ance at>\,;s~ and i:s eEfects on the

f 2.:7"'.: ~ y

CO;~;)g ~ith abuse

reso"rce peo?le/pr09ra~~es that can assist

** ri9~ts and statutory procedures

ro~es C~C res?onsibilities in the family

chall~nging stereotypes and g~nder

div:sion of labour

the contribution of fa~ily me~bers to the

eff~~tive functioning of the family

leg:slation that protect the ~ig~ts of

fa:ni.ly members

res?onslble d~cisior making

contraception

methocs

effects

K~ role 1n relati0~ship

sexually t~ansmitted diseases

AIDS ec\.:cation.

4.4 EDuCATION AND TRAINING

4.4.1 Time management

Relationships and d3ting

7tK

**

**

goal setting
*1< clarifying aspi.rations

** short and long term goals

*>t planning to realise goals.

rote learning vers\,;s critical thinking

short and long term ~emory

developing ones o~n study method

conditions for effective studying

examination skills
how to read and answer suestions

~* allocating time

dealing ~ith st~ess

lec~ning styles
the impo~tance of exe~cise and balanced meals.

*

*

1<

1<

setting up ~ stud, time-table

"* how t~ use time constructively

utilising leisure time

Study methods4.4.2

xx

*"* incc~e and budgeting

child ca=e and develo?meGt.

pube~ty/?colescence

ra?e, sexlJal harassment, etc.

chan;es and crises

self image and independence

icen~ity

sta9~s of physical, emotional and social

development

** handling emotions

establish:ng meaningful relationships

>e* sexu~l orientation - coping with problems

and ?~essures in hete~osexual and

homosexual relationships

how t~ initiate and sustain relationships

>e* respo~sible decision making

dealing with sexual abuse

"*

'"

4.3.2

co
CO
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4.4.3 Guidance re9arci~9 subject choice at school
4.4.5 Financing one's studies

Education institutions

* the

**

* post
1<*

**

**

*

*

of

\-·orK. ,as

mc:1agement

in residences

·such

frorn family,

cc::ce;:>:sof

relocating to urben areas

implications for living

rules and regulations,

resid~nces, stucent bodies.

bursaries, loans ane scho~ars~lps

?OS 5 i b 1.1 i tie s

~::.-os and cons

state funding

e :-: ;, 0 S ...; :. 2 t 0 a 1 t ,;: ::- ne:: l v ,~ c :I .J .:l 1.1 i ,jerr c nC; ~

access to infor~ction

w::iti~g letters oE a??llcation

in:o~~aticn and contacts

l. n t s :: ., i e ws

a??licati0~ procedu~es

" *

budgeting

stude~t acco~modation

?repa::.-ation - se~cration

deadlines

concitions for D'...:::saries, loans and

scho~;:?rshirs

bu.-:;::t~ng

:a~i~( ane ?rivate contributions te one's

stucies

ecucation assura~ces

savings

clc:-ifica~io.,

occG?a~ion, care~:-, vocation, job, profession

~o:-~ a~d cc::.-e~r a~arer.~5S

I<

Preparation for the work pl~cc

~IORK ;..ND UN::::-!?lO·:'i'!EN~

4.5. ,

4.5

Direction of study

a??renr.iceships.

1<*

facto~s w~ich plcy a role in subject choice

** Abil~:y, aptitude and inte~est

1<1< Schol~stic achievement

*1< Avail,ble subject choice

Pa~e~tal prefe~ences/pressures.

Subject choice ~ossibilities

1<1< Available subject sets

** Grade or level of subjects

** Suitc2ility of subject sets

Pass re~ui~e~ents and role of the year mar~

Ce=tificat~0~ options

im~orta~ce of lifelong learning

early school leaving

sec0nc~ry study

the i~90rtance of all levels of.training

challe~ging the status attributed to

university stucy

p=omoting technology and technical

training

access to 2nd ~ntrance requirements Eor·further

study

terti3=y in~titutions (technikons,

universities, colle9~s, technical colleges,

technical colleges, private colleges, etc.)

implications of distance learning

wor~ a~d stUGy - coping with the demands of

both

I<

I<

I<

*

4.1. 4

co
<.D
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the

you

and

job

on

to self

community

c;:;"tribu:'e

'Well as

dOing research

as well as the

res~onsc~lLity to

ceveLopment as

development

the impo;:-tailce oE

company/ organisation

are applying Eor

letters of application

CV writing

completing c?plication for~s

interview preparation

** typical questions asked by interviewer

interviewee

*" documentation presentee at an interview

** do's and don'ts durin0 irlterviews

your rights i~ an interview.

*of

smell

service,

levp.ls

f)ublic,

mining,

privc:e,

incus tries

sec to:" S 0 f wo r k

b\.1siness secto:"s

key

career pathing and planning

salary implications

toleranc? at the work ?lacc

communication skills,

k I<

Jf( :(

manufacturing, etc.

breaking down gender ste:eoty?es

brea~ing the barrie::-s b-etween mental and

ma:1ual labour

relations in the workf)lace

di:Eering skill levels

mobility· between vcrious

employment

**

It *

" I<

7<*

workpracticalgaining

volunta:-y work anc community

0:

servicp..

the impo:tance

ex?erience

coing part-ti~e,*

\vork-experiencc

enterprising skills and entrc?reneurship

* how to start your own business

*~ business ~lan

*~ advantages anc disadvanta~es

*~ resource organisations (e.g. Small

Business Deve10rment Corporation, etc.)

*~ financial assi~tance

* the contributions of the small cnd medium

enterprise sector to economic growth

[0 Le rr.oC ~ 1s

em?lo,/(:rs rights .)nd labou-r lec;i.slatio n

Self employment

4.5.3

4.5.4

selfto

community

adve::-tis~l;)cnts

how work is organised

** work ethic and productivity

** affirmative action in the wQrk?lace

career decision making skills

** information gathering

** integrating self awareness, academic

achievement, training and careec options

selecting more than one career option

career fields

human resources needs in our economy - job

trencs and opportunities

res?onsibility to contribute

cevelopment as well as

development

**
*·x

**

**

where to look for a job

job leads and networking

readi~g and responding to....

*

Job hunting skills4.5.2

LO
o
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.; .5.5 Workers rights and responsibilities in the workplace 4.6 ECONOMIC EDGC~TION

dedlin~ with sexual ha~ass~e~c a~c abuse

working conditions

concitio~s of service

leave

cor.su~er ::i~~ts anc r2s?0~s~:i.lt~ies

consumer councils

small claims cour~s

advertising and th~ mecia

"x influence on society C~C the consumer

*- misleading advertisin~

hire purchase

awareness oc credit c~reemen~s and contracts.

*

*

Consumer education4.6.1

procedures

pension

med~cal aid

ove::-til.le

**

*>< grievance and disCi?li~a::y

dis~issal procedures

trade un~onism*
*1< what is a trade u~ion

>< * the i rrol ~, ad van.ta~es

1C* structure and fun~tio~ir.g 0: trade unions

** collective bargaining a~d negotiation.

labour ri~hts and la~our le~islatton

** labour legislation

** labour unions and societies

How th~ economy ~orks

s~all and mediul.l sized

r..o
~ 1<

1C* occupational health and safety

4.6.2

*

*
*

u:lderstar.ding eC0nomic ~y~te~s in the world

*" how they are i~ter-lin~es

global economy

S~ economy

private sector,

enterprises
4.5.6 Unemployment ** job creation

ta:<ation and pa'lme:1~ for municipal

*
><

causes, effects and solutions

government strategies to adc=ess unemployment 

job creation, RDP

coping s~ills

*
*

services

job trends

areas for economic ~ro~th 2n~ ~evelo~ment in SA

hCI.I~n resources ne~~s

*" emotional stress p:-oductivity.

*"

1(*

Financial planning,

*

*

family pressures

copi.ng with the de,i\orc.lising effects of

unemployment

** pro~oting a positive self image

getting work experience - volunta::y work

u:lemployr.1ent benefits - UIF. contributions to

the fund. ho'", to apply for b~.,o?fi.ts, co?partl1\2nt

of labour.

4.6.3

* loans, savings accounts, investments,

ban~ing and how it ~oc~s

bucgeting, use of accounts

flna:1cial institut10~S

assurance ilnd ~nsuriln-r::~ COI.I[Jcnles

etc.

b,~:~~·.s i:lclu(~\r':s C\.)I;'",i;il.;~t:.1 b;:nk.s
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cred.:.t. unions. nutrlt~on end c.:eneral health care (e.g.

T3, e~c. 1

4.7 CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

4 .8 ENV I ;:{ONt-l ::i·jT.:'. L EDuC';7 I O~i

* ...
... *

Factors influencing the environment

* slobal w~rmi~s

pollut.ion

cor.servation

en~::gyandrecyclingwaste,nuclear

* w=ste manase~ent

Conservation

4.8. 1

4.8.2

political

street law

political education

polit.ical systems

right to protest

deali~g with intimidation

medi2tion and negotiatio~

tolerance for differing

view?oints

democracy

<D
N

'"

x

a sc.fe s::>ciety and the resp'::>r.sibili ty of

citizens

"'* social res?onsibilities of a citizen

bill of rights

~x rights of women

x* discrimination

** charter of chlldren's rights

constitution

** why we have a constitution

** main ?remises in the SA constitution

** constitutional responsibilities of a

citizen

4.8.3

4.8.4

* e~cansered s?ecies

* p=otection of forest;

* p=otection of flora ~nd faune

soil erosion

Urbanisation and population growth

*' effects

* trencs

Urban and rural developmc~t and planning.

I<

reconstruct.ion and development

1<* nation building

involvement. in national, provincial and local

government

law enforcement

*... how it should be structured and operated

** protecting human rights.

Health and safety

*'" road Safety

fire aw~[eness

persc::..::l s.~fet'(

*' Ecology

** ::co-touris~.

5. GU I :)£LI NE::S FOR STRATE:G I ES FOR TEACEER-LEAR~IER ItITERACTION

SO THAT LEARNING MAY BE EffECTUAL

5. 1 ~1:::7:-:0DOLOGY

The following as?ects s~o~ld be considered when tccchcrs

select teaching-!~arning s:r~tegies:

firs~ c}id Opt:m~~ p~rtlcl~~::on of !earncrs
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TH~ ~OLE Of THE TEACHER AND TEACHING ST~LES

table.

7he Guicc.:lce teac:"'.e::- shoulc b-= 2~loca~e·: c::i;i~t:'0:'1al. ti.ro,! :or

indivicl..:al counselling c.rlC re~er:cl w~;:h:. .... '-:le sc;,ool tune-

The:::-e should be ongoing e·/c.lu~tion oE t::e GuiCc:lce program;;)e

thrqu<;:< an openness to feedbac'..:. :rom leii::l2:s. ser,ool persor'.

nel, peers and other role~layers.

r'':l\LUATION8.

.~

e~?erimental use of learners' ex?!~iences

teaching-learning should be lea~ne: cent:ed

allow creative and free ex?ressio~

facilitate, inter alia, co-operative learning

the sharing of ideas, e.g. by

role play

group dis~ussions.

1<

5.2

RESOURCES

The teacher as facilitator of learning should

c:ur~::'culur:l vitae, ?ortE01ios. et,:. anrj tr.e::-e'oy p~omotc access

to wo~k, further study, etc.

On~oi~g ~evelo?mental anC s~mmative assess~ent oE the learners

shoulc be seen as feecback on lea~ner pro~~ess and pre?aration

for f~tu:::-e roles in society. Records of ceveloprnent should be
r2Eerences.in~ncorporc.tedbecouicitthatso

Creat~ve methodology and tools n~ed to be ceveloped to assess

progr~ss through projects, compilation oE portfolios, wor~

exper.ence. community service, etc.

kept
a.

be open to alternative ideas

be guicec by learners' need~

be ~on-judge~ental, but put lhe ?:os a~d cons of

view point.

provide a suitable teaching-learni~g environment

try to involve parents and the co~~unity

encourage mutu~l feedbac~.

*
*
*

6.

<.D
W

The fol~owing guideli~es should be kept in mind when selecting

and utilising resource materials:

?cLial responsibility;

Resources should be attractive. fun a:ld a?propriate

the level of develo~ment of the learner;

Resou:::-ces should promote the aims a~d principles of

~~ y .1. 1a bus .

(0896J755)

for

the

co-operation,

a sense oflearning.

Resources should 9~omote critical thin~ing,

It should also promoteactive
*

1<

7. TrM~ ALLOCATION

r t is 8ss€nti,)l that a r.1ini.mum of t\o.'O ?ericds per wee:'- should

be alloc(\t".ed tor Guidance te~lchi.r·,CJ a;: c!.l [2"'21s of schooling.
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